GOHSEP DAILY OPERATIONAL REPORT<br />
1 December 2011<br />
As of: 1030 Hours<br />
STATE EOC ACTIVATION LEVEL: Level 4 (Normal operations)<br />
With the official end to the 2011 hurricane season on 30 November 2011, GOHSEP will discontinue its daily tropical weather report. Since tropical weather can still develop, GOHSEP Operations will continue to monitor and report on any tropical systems as needed. Daily reports will resume 1 June 2012.<br />
1. STATE WIDE EVENTS:<br />
STATEWIDE PARISH BURN BANS / DROUGHT 2011:<br />
WebEOC Incident 010-11 Statewide Parish Burn Ban<br />
State Fire Marshal H. “Butch” Browning and Agriculture and Forestry Commissioner Mike Strain lifted the statewide burn ban as of 11 November 2011. <br />
Jefferson Davis Parish (expires 14 December 2011) has a parish wide declaration of a state of emergency due to the extreme drought situation.<br />
National Weather Service Drought Assessment Graphic:<br />
2. LOUISIANA WEATHER:<br />
SOUTHWEST LOUISIANA: Today will be sunny during the day and mostly clear at night. Friday will be mostly sunny during the day and mostly cloudy at night. Saturday will be mostly cloudy during the day and cloudy at with a 40 percent chance of showers at night. Sunday and Monday will have a 50 to 60 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms throughout the day. Temperatures: Today: 67/41, Friday: 65/60, Saturday: 73/64, Sunday: 71/49, Monday: 59/39<br />
HAZARDOUS WEATHER: No hazardous weather is projected at this time.<br />
SOUTHEAST LOUISIANA: Today will be sunny during the day and clear at night. Friday will be sunny during the day and partly cloudy at night. Saturday will be sunny the day, thunderstorms throughout the day. Sunday will be near 30 to 40 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms. Temperatures: Today: 72/59, Friday: 71/49, Saturday: 73/64, Sunday: 71/49, Monday: 59/39